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Abstract: randomness cannot be compressed, hence expanded randomness is ‘contaminated randomness’ where hidden pattern is used. Current cryptography uses little randomness (the key) to generate large randomness (the ciphertext). The pattern used for this expansion is subject to cryptanalysis. By contrast, Vernam and the new breed of Trans-Vernam ciphers project security with sufficient supply of genuine randomness. Having no hidden pattern in their process, they expose no vulnerability to cryptanalysis, other than brute force, the efficacy of which, is well gauged by using enough randomness to brute-force through. Unlike the original genuine randomness cipher (the Vernam cipher; US patent: 1,310,719), the new breed of Trans-Vernam ciphers (US patents: 10,541,802, 10,911,215, 11,159,317 to name a few) projects security with shared randomness (between transmitter and recipient) as well as with unilateral randomness determined ad hoc by the transmitter, thereby controlling the vulnerability of the transmitted message, including eliminating it all together, rising to Vernam grade. The new Trans-Vernam ciphers exploit new technologies for generating high-grade randomness, storing it and communicating it in large quantities. Their security is mathematically established and barring faulty implementation these ciphers are unbreakable. We are looking at a flat cyberspace, no more hierarchy based on math skills: Vernam grade security delivered through modern Trans-Vernam ciphers. Robust privacy of communication will be claimed by all – for good and for ill; law-enforcement and national security will have to adjust. It's a new cryptography, and a new society.

1. Introduction

The era of breakable cryptography is coming to its end. And with it comes to a close the long battle between code writers and code breakers. It is a new ballgame with significant implications for society at large.

The new cryptography is fundamentally different from the prevailing mode. Until now cryptography was a battle of wits between code builders and code crackers, and the best mathematician won. The NSA
triumphed, they had the best brains and the best machines. The more people used crypto, the more the NSA knew where they hide their secrets. We have routinely been using ciphers which the academic cryptographers assured us are safe, but the powers that be, as Snowden revealed, are reading them quite fluently, building up a big advantage for national security and for government surveillance alike.

This mode of cryptographic hierarchy where status is determined by the quality of your mathematicians is coming to its end. The emerging new cryptography dethrones math, abandons complexity and instead it projects security with just invented new tools that are based on what shapes up to be "cyber oil" -- the energy source in our new living quarters: randomness.

It is not obvious to equate randomness with energy and regard it as "cyber oil". But such it is. First on a broad philosophical base: the fundamentals of reality, physics, are randomized processes; the big bang that started everything is randomness powered. The reason our fancy computers are about to surrender to the coming onslaught of quantum computers is that powerful as our Turing machines are, they cannot generate true randomness. They spew tons of fake randomness, but can't come up with the real thing. Quantum machines run on randomness.

It turns out that it is very hard to shed off pattern, to be completely pattern devoid. Alas recent technologies have achieved sufficiently high-grade randomness, which newly developed tools can now use to upend cryptography as we know it.

A classic cipher is based on complexity, pattern, applied to a plain message, disfiguring it to a ciphertext such that it would be hard work to refigure the hidden message out of it. Alas, one can check all the plausible messages and eventually find the one that fits the ciphertext. So even a dumb search will eventually extract the message out of the ciphertext after on average trying half the plausible messages. If you are a bit smarter you find the right message faster. The foundation of classic cryptography is the plan for the ciphertext to keep its secret long enough. In other words, classic cryptography is based on the assumption that the attacker is not smarter and not better equipped than we think. Adversaries that don't comply with what we expect of them, they read our mail.

Is there a better way to safeguard our secrets?

Yes, by harnessing the magic of randomness. An unspecified random list is an unpredictable list, but once specified, all its unpredictability vanishes.

Unpredictability is infectious -- that is the subtle point that was used by a young American engineer, Gilbert S. Vernam when he designed in 1917 his unbreakable cipher.

\[ \text{Pattern} + \text{Randomness} = \text{Randomness} \]

When you apply disorder (randomness) to order (pattern) you end up with disorder (randomness).
So if Alice wishes to send Bob a message (an ordered set of letters), if she subjects it to randomness then she generates a random list that cannot be read by a stranger. Bob will be able to read the message because what appears as random to everybody else is the pre-shared specified list that Alice and Bob together extracted earlier from the source of randomness. To the extent that the pre-shared random list is truly random, the result of applying it to Alice message (patterned list) is truly random for everyone except Alice and Bob.

Now this operation of infectious randomness requires a sufficient supply of true fresh randomness. Classic cryptography also uses randomness, but not fresh randomness. Today we use small dozes of randomness (called cryptographic keys) to apply on the ordered list (the plaintext message), to create fake randomness at the output. Until recently we did not have ready supply of true randomness, our computers were too burdened storing all that randomness and our communication network too slow to handle the large quantities of the needed fresh randomness, and so we relied on mathematical complexity as a substitute, and generated the cryptographic hierarchy where math skills and computing power determined one’s station in this hierarchy.

Today we have the technology to generate non-algorithmic high quality randomness, we have data storage technology to accommodate the flood of randomness and we have 5G networks that can easily handle the extra communication load. So today we enter a new era: The era of unbreakable cryptography. As we speak, the market is replete with assorted ciphers that exercise this simple formula: *pattern + randomness = randomness*. The old 1919 Vernam patent has been improved upon with powerful modern ciphers that deliver unbreakable cryptography.

Quantum computers resorted to randomness to triumph over the old Turing machines we use today that are randomness-deficient. But Turing has not surrendered, it sealed a partnership with randomness generators to offer unbreakable communication to everyone not just to smart mathematicians. The era where government and the powers that be secretly violate the privacy of us all, is coming to its end. And with it the social order that prevailed until today.

It would be up to social scientists to figure out the social implications of a cyberworld where privacy of communication is solid and no sophistication is needed for a secret communication to take place. This
protection will apply to harmless conversations as well as to harmful conversations. On one hand privacy will celebrate, on the other hand national security and law enforcement will face a new reality, and will have to adjust and realign.

This cyberspace revolution is applicable to non-strangers, parties that know each other before they exchange secret messages in cyberspace. But what about strangers? Can they benefit from randomness? A new technology, quantum entanglement will allow two strangers to share specified randomness that remains random to everybody else and hence benefits from the new Trans-Vernam ciphers that guarantee protection against any cyber attack. Another solution was developed (US Patent 10,798,065) that uses randomness to allow two strangers to share a temporary secret which they can then use to share fresh randomness before erasing it to prevent others from sharing the same.

2. Trans Vernam Ciphers

We identify a class of ciphers subject to the following attributes:

(i) they use a key of a secret and unlimited size

(ii) their computational burden for encryption and decryption is independent, linear, or at most polynomial with the size of the key

(iii) they are decoy-tolerant, namely the content-ciphertext can be mixed with content-free randomness such the intended reader can readily winnow the content-ciphertext from the mixed flow.

(iv) they are circumstantially mathematically secure (as defined below)

The original Vernam cipher only satisfies condition (ii) and is not a Trans-Vernam cipher.

2.1 Circumstantial Mathematical Security

Mathematical security was defined by Claude Shannon as the case where knowledge of the content of a ciphertext offers no advantage over knowledge of the fact and the size of the ciphertext. Let Ω be the set of all possible messages given the knowledge of the fact that a message was sent, and that its size is known. Let π =π(Ω) be the probability distribution of Ω, given the prevailing circumstances as known to the cryptanalyst, then mathematical security is the situation where π is the same whether the content of the ciphertext is known or not.

In reality only a tiny minority of the Ω set is associated with more than a negligible probability, hence in practice one is concerned with the probability distribution of only the possible messages that have a
probability above a given threshold, namely, the probability distribution of the probable messages $\pi_p$. A cipher for which knowledge of the contents of the ciphertext does not change $\pi_p$ is defined as a circumstantially mathematically secure cipher.

For example: a chess master encrypts a recommended next move. There are about $10^{20}$ possible moves in a typical chess game, but the top 100 capture the range of non negligible probabilities, so a ciphertext that will not impact the probability of the top 100 moves is a circumstantially mathematically secure cipher.

The property of being decoy tolerant will allow a transmitter to deploy $n$ keys $K_1, K_2, ..., K_n$, to be used each to encrypt the plaintext associated with the $n$ most probable plaintexts (according to the prevailing circumstances): $P_1, P_2, ..., P_n$ and generate the respective ciphertexts $C_1, C_2, ..., C_n$, then the transmitter will join these $n$ ciphertexts to a combined ciphertext $C_0$, and set it up such that a reader equipped with key $K_i$ upon processing $C_0$ will regard all the other ciphertexts $C_j$ for $j = 1, 2, ..., (i-1), (i+1), ..., n$ as decoy data, while decrypting $C_i$ to $P_i$.

So set up $C_0$ is by construction a circumstantially mathematically secure ciphertext. An omnipotent cryptanalyst will find the $n$ keys ($K_1, K_2, ..., K_n$), and list the corresponding plaintexts $P_1, P_2, ..., P_n$, but will have no means to further resolve the indeterminism as to which of the probable messages was carried by the transmitted ciphertext. That determination is the purview of the intended recipient who uses the shared $K_i$ to decrypt $C_0$ to $P_i$.

Trans-Vernam ciphers, by definition, can use their decoy tolerance to project circumstantial mathematical secrecy.

**AI Enhanced Cryptanalysis:** Modern cryptanalysis exploits AI to devise plausible plaintexts, which are cast against a captured ciphertext, and evaluated for the probability of the existence of a key to fit the guessed plaintext with the captured ciphertext, and by process of elimination crack the cipher. When this strategy is applied to Trans Vernam ciphers, it, at best, exposes the full range of mutually inconsistent plaintexts, which can all be decrypted from the captured ciphertext, using the right key. The attacker unaware which key the intended user is using is stuck in terminal indeterminism.

### 2.2 Specified and Unspecified Equivocation

The above procedure may be regarded as specified equivocation. The transmitter specifically ensures that more than a single plausible message is woven into the ciphertext. Yet, we also have the specter of unspecified equivocation. The more diffused a ciphertext is, namely the more decoy data is mixed into the contents data, the greater the chance that this randomized decoy data will fit with a key that will relate the ciphertext to assorted plausible plaintext messages, thereby creating a terminal equivocation that hides the real message.

### 2.3 The Mathematical Security Conjecture
A Trans-Vernam cipher used with a finite size key $K$ of size $|K|$ will retain its mathematical secrecy status over a cumulative message $M$ of size $|M > |K|$ by inflating the ciphertext with sufficient decoy data, the extent of which is determined by $s = |M| - |K|$.

### 2.4 Security Retention

A Trans-Vernam Cipher, TVC, using no decoys will lose its mathematical security as soon as the cumulative message $M$ is of size $|M|$ that exceeds the size of the key $K$, $|K|$ ($s > 0$). The question of interest is the degree to which security is lost as the value of $s$ increases. The challenge is to find Trans-Vernam ciphers that exhibit a strong security retention, namely their security deteriorates very slowly when $s$ increases (more and more messages are being used over the same key). Deterioration is being measured through changes in $\pi_p$. This topic and analysis of the prevailing Trans-Vernam ciphers will be addressed in a subsequent article.

### 2.5 No Weak Keys

Pattern based cryptography, mainstream today, relies on a random key, alas since it uses pattern to expand the true randomness to pseudo randomness in the larger ciphertext, it is likely to have hidden fault lines in the form of keys that have special characteristics such that when they are used the attacker can extract the plaintext message from the captured ciphertext. Such weak keys are hard to find. These keys serve as the secret target for the top-notch cryptanalysis shops. Suppose for example that a certain nominal cipher when used with keys in the form of $7k+2$ exhibit a property that allows for cryptanalysis. If the key is selected randomly then $1/7$ of all keys used will generate a cryptanalyzed message. Cipher designers are not aware of these weak keys for their cipher; they are usually discovered through much labor by the heavy-duty cryptanalyses shops.

TVC, by contrast, since they don't use pattern (they are pattern devoid) they have no weak keys, and offer no mathematical shortcuts to their plaintext. They limit their attacker to brute force and bound the attacker efficiency with probability calculus, which is readily calculable by the cipher user. In other words, the Trans-Vernam cipher user will have a credible assessment as to the vulnerability of their messages, and will be able to make a rational decision for any given message whether it is a good risk situation to send it over, TVC encrypted, or to deploy a fresh shared key, if feasible under the circumstances.

### 2.6 Run Down of Trans Vernam Ciphers

We review three classes of TVC, one called "Space Key" TVC, another called "One to Many Double" TVC, and the third one is "Unary Mapping" TVC. The first category is based on a key that ranges over a specified geometry, space. The plaintext is viewed as a travel guide across this space. The resultant travel path is then described via parameters of the space such that recipient who has possession of that space, call it "the travel map" or otherwise call it "the key", can figure out from the travel path (the ciphertext) what was the travel guide that gave rise to this travel path (the plaintext). As long as travel paths do not overlap and do not
intersect, one can match any ciphertext (travel path) with a travel territory that will point to any plaintext of choice -- Vernam secrecy. As more and more travel paths are marked on the key space, the greater the chance for intersection and overlap, and the mathematical security is lost, but very slowly. The larger the key space, the larger the message size that can be used with Vernam grade secrecy. See: US Patents: 11,159,317, 10,911,215, 6,823,068)

The "One to Many Double" TVC is based on the idea that one can point to a given letter of an alphabet with a pointer comprising data that upon a simple process will point to the data that represents this letter, while the very same pointer can point to a large number of data items, each of them may represent some letter, and at the same time each letter can be pointed to by a large number of pointers. These two ways one-to-many is established through randomness and can be cryptanalyzed only through brute force. The larger the data items that represent letters, the greater the variety of pointers that point to the same letter and the greater the variety of letters that may be pointed to by the same pointer. By representing each letter from the plaintext alphabet with a large enough string, the plaintext field can be richly equivocated.

It is easy to send out pointers that point to no letter -- decoys. See US Patents: 10,541,808, 10,728,028

The third category is based on translating a plaintext into a unary language, adjusting it to become a very large binary string of equal number of ones and zeros, and then using a very large key to ensure full range of permutation for that string. The transposed string (the ciphertext), if de-transposed with various keys and then converted back from unary to ASCII or Base64 will offer many plausible plaintexts. The larger that transposition key, the greater the security (See US Patent 11,212,097)

2.7 Sources of randomness

TVC can be used with pseudo (fake) randomness generated algorithmically, although John Von Neuman famously said that those who use algorithms to generate randomness don’t understand neither algorithms nor randomness. Algorithmically generated randomness can be improved using a filter that cleans out poor randomness sections. Next in quality, we have physical complexity generators, they are unpredictable enough in most cases. Further up we have quantum sources where randomness is generated from reading subatomic processes.
3. Summary

Modern technology for generating randomness, storing randomness and communicating randomness enables us to project cyber security without having to rely on engineered patterns, which smarter mathematicians can unravel – and do today. Randomness based security leads to a flat cyber space. Smarts and mathematical skills lose their advantage, everyone can talk in complete privacy all over cyber space. On one hand it restores pre cyberspace privacy even on a stronger basis, on the other hand it denies governments and law enforcement a range of tools they use today to do their jobs. This flat cyberspace will have a strong impact on politics, economics, and society at large. It is a new cryptography, and it leads to a new society. Let's make it a better one!
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